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Spin-dependent ballisti transport through a tunnel barrier is treated within the
one-dimensional nearly-free-eletron model. The omparison with free eletrons
reveals signiant eets of band gaps, in partiular in the bias dependene. The
results are qualitatively explained by the number of inident and transmitted
states in the leads. With an extension to ferromagneti leads the bias dependene
of tunnel magneto-resistane is disussed.
Keywords: Nearly free eletrons; Tunneling; Ballisti transport; Bias dependene;
Tunnel magneto-resistane;
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1. Introdution
Spin-dependent transport of eletrons in nanostrutures is one of most rapidly evolving
areas of ontemporary physis [1, 2℄. Important ontributions to the eld ome from ap-
plied physis, fousing on design and haraterization of devies and appliations, and
from experimental physis, aiming at the understanding of fundamental eets. Contribu-
tions from theoretial physis omprise on one hand transport alulations that are based
on state-of-the-art eletroni-struture alulations. By this means, properties of spei
systems are investigated. On the other hand, simpleand sometimes too simplemodel
alulations are performed in order to explain experimental results, thereby negleting
oasionally important aspets of the system under onsideration. Apparently, there is a
onsiderably large gap to be lled between the advaned eletroni-struture and the model
alulations.
The giant magneto-resistane (GMR) had and still has a huge impat on industrial
appliations [3℄. The tunnel magneto-resistane (TMR), however, is expeted to have
even more potential for future appliations and devies [4, 5℄. From a theoretial point
of view, TMR has the advantage that it an be understood in terms of simple quantum-
mehanial eets (e. g., the tunnel eet) and an be modeled rather easily. Therefore, it
lends itself support for an investigation whih onnets model alulations to the frontiers
of nanosiene.
The purpose of the present paper is to provide a theory of spin-dependent transport
through tunnel juntions whih bridges the aforementioned gap. Its framework is the
Landauer-Büttiker theory [6℄, in whih elasti and ballisti transport is viewed as trans-
mission of sattering hannels through the devie. All ingredients needed for the alu-
lations of the tunnel ondutane an be omputed step-by-step, therefore allowing for
simpliations or extensions. The theory outlined here was implemented one-to-one in a
set of Mathematia notebooks [7℄, in order to obtain numerial results. Hene, the
properties of the tunnel juntion an be easily manipulated, results for dierent set-ups
omputed and visualized rapidly [8℄.
Model alulations typially assume free eletrons in the metalli leads that are on-
neted to the tunnel barrier, whereas eletroni-struture alulations deal with a muh
more ompliated bandstruture. An important feature of the latterwhih is missing
in the formerare band gaps, i. e., energeti regions in whih eletroni states are not
present. Obviously, these have a signiant impat on the eletroni transport. In order to
take band gaps into aount, we go beyond the free-eletron approximation by applying the
nearly-free-eletron (NFE) model. Assuming one-dimensional leads, the theory is kept sim-
ple enough to be tratable semi-analytially but it ontains already the relevant aspets of
the eletroni struture. Both ferromagneti and nonmagneti leads are disussed, beause
the results for the latter an easily be transfered to the magneti ase. We note in passing
that tunnel juntions with ferromagneti leads typially omprise transition metals (Fe,
Co, Ni), the eletroni struture of whih annot be desribed well within the free-eletron
model.
The paper is organized as follows. First, basi theories for ballisti transport whih are
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relevant to the urrent work are skethed (setion 2). Having introdued the model for
the tunnel juntion (setion 3), the eletroni-struture alulations (setion 4) and the
treatment of tunneling (setion 5) are presented. Representative results of the tunneling
alulations are disussed in subsetion 6.2, fousing rst on tunnel juntions with nonmag-
neti leads (subsetion 6.1). Spin-dependent transport is investigated in subsetion 6.2.
2. Basi theories for ballisti transport
The theory presented in the forthoming setions applies to elasti and ballisti transport
of eletrons through a tunnel juntion (gure 1). Hene, the method of wavefuntion
mathing for alulating the sattering wavefuntion in the entire tunnel juntion an be
applied. Experimentally, ballisti transport is observed for small and defet-free samples.
The simplest approah to tunnel magneto-resistane traes bak to the work of Jullière
[9℄, where TMR is related to the polarization of the juntion dened via spin-dependent
numbers of states at the Fermi energies EF in the leads. Maekawa and Gafvert [10℄ modied
this model by dening the polarization in terms of the densities of states at EF.
In the Landauer-Büttiker theory [11℄, the ondutane is proportional to the transmis-
sion probability of the sattering hannels (ondutane by transmission), G ∝ T (EF).
For a tunnel juntion, the sattering hannels are the eigenstates of the leads in absene of
the tunnel barrier, i. e., the Bloh states. This approah an be applied in both sophisti-
ated eletroni-struture alulations or in model alulations. For example, Slonzewski
assumed free eletrons in the ferromagneti leads and a step-shaped tunnel barrier (as
skethed in gure 1) [12℄.
The present work goes beyond Slonzewski's model, in that it takes into aount the
nonzero potential in the leads. Applying the NFE model, the ourrene of band gaps in
the eletroni struture has a profound eet on the eletroni transport. For the tunnel
barrier, we stik with the step shape, being aware that a dierently shaped barrier will
lead to quantitatively dierent ondutanes [13℄. The qualitative piture, however, will
still be valid [14℄. Although being omputed in the framework of the Landauer-Büttiker
theory, the present results an also be interpreted in terms of the densities of states.
3. Model for the tunnel juntion
The one-dimensional tunnel juntion onsists of three regions: the left lead L = {x|x <
−d/2}, the barrier B = {x| − d/2 ≤ x ≤ d/2}, and the right lead R = {x|d/2 < x}. To
keep the model as simple as possible, the leads were hosen idential, i. e., idential lattie
spaing and potential (This restrition an, however, be relaxed in the Mathematia
notebooks [8℄). Within the leads, atoms are positioned at x = −(d/2 + na) and x =
+(d/2 + na) for L and R, respetively (with n semi-positive integer). The lattie spaing
a serves as the unit of length.
In aordane with the above spatial deomposition, the potential of the tunnel juntion
onsists also of three parts (gure 2), namely V L, V B, and V R. The barrier potential V B(x)
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is assumed onstant, with value Vbarr > 0. In priniple, any other shape ould be used [15℄.
In the leads, the potential is periodi, i. e., V L(x) = V L(x− a) and V R(x) = V R(x+ a).
4. Calulation of the eletroni strutures
4.1 Eletroni struture of the leads
Aording to the Landauer-Büttiker theory, one needs to ompute the sattering hannels,
i. e., the eletroni states of the leads in absene of the tunnel barrier. Thus, the lead
potential extends over the whole x-axis.
The Shrödinger equation Hψ = Eψ in atomi units [16℄ reads
[
1
2
d2
dx2
+ V (x)
]
ψ(x) = Eψ(x). (1)
Expanding the periodi potential into a Fourier series,
V (x) =
∑
q∈Q
Vqe
iqx, (2)
the requirement of periodiity [V (x) = V (x + na), n integer℄ restrits q immediately to
the reiproal lattie Q, i. e., q ∈ Q = {ng|n integer, g = 2pi/a}. The mean value V0 of the
potential serves as origin of the energy sale and, hene, is set to zero (V0 = 0). Assuming
further a real V (x) and the mirror symmetry V (x) = V (−x), one has V−q = Vq ∀q ∈ Q.
For free eletrons, V (x) vanishes identially (Vq = 0 ∀q ∈ Q).
For a periodi potential, the eigenstates ψ of the HamiltonianH fulll Floquet's theorem
[17℄. In analogy to (equation 2), the Bloh states are as well expanded into a Fourier series,
ψk(x) = e
ikx
∑
q∈Q
cq(k)e
iqx. (3)
In the following, the Shrödinger equation is solved by two methods, whih have in
ommon that the dierential equation is transformed into an algebrai set.
4.1.1 Computation of E(k). Inserting equation (2) and equation (3) into the Shrödinger
equation (1) gives the innite algebrai set
[
1
2
(q + k)2
]
cq(k) +
∑
q′∈Q
Vq−q′cq′(k) = E(k)cq(k), ∀q ∈ Q, (4)
with k ∈]− g/2, g/2]. Dening
Hqq′(k) =
1
2
(q + k)2δqq′ + Vq−q′, ∀q, q
′ ∈ Q, (5)
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one obtains the ompat form
∑
q′∈Q
Hqq′(k)cq′(k) = E(k)cq(k), ∀q ∈ Q, (6)
whih an be ast into matrix form, H(k)c(k) = E(k)c(k). The Hamilton matrix H(k) is
square and hermitian, resulting in real eigenvalues E(k).
4.1.2 Computation of k(E). In tunneling alulations, an eletron is speied by its
energy E. Sine the Bloh states in eah lead are haraterized by the wavenumber kL and
kR, respetively, it has to be assured that E(kL) = E(kR) = E. Alternatively, one ould
solve for k(E) in eah lead, an obviously favorable method [18℄.
Rewriting equation (4) as
(
q −
√
2 (E + V0) + k
)(
q +
√
2 (E + V0) + k
)
cq + 2
∑
q′∈Qrq
Vq−q′cq′ = 0, ∀q ∈ Q, (7)
an algebrai set of double rank as in the E(k) approah is obtained by dening auxiliary
expansion oeients wq:
(q −
√
2 (E + V0) + k)wq + 2
∑
q′∈Qrq
Vq−q′cq′ = 0,
−wq + (q +
√
2 (E + V0) + k)cq = 0.
(8)
In matrix form, equation (8) reads
(
h11(E) h12(E)
h21(E) h22(E)
)(
w(E)
c(E)
)
= k(E)
(
w(E)
c(E)
)
, (9)
where the Hamilton matrix H(E) is a 2 × 2 supermatrix omprising submatries hij of
rank rQ,
h
(11)
qq′ = (q −
√
2 (E + V0)) δqq′, ∀q, q
′ ∈ Q,
h
(22)
qq′ = (q +
√
2 (E + V0)) δqq′,
h
(12)
qq′ = 2 V|q−q′| (1− δqq′),
h
(21)
qq′ = −δqq′ .
(10)
Sine H(E) is not hermitian, its 2rQ eigenvalues k
(i)(E) an be omplex. The dis-
persion relation k(E) denes then the omplex band struture [19℄. For the tunneling,
real k(i) are appropriate beause only these belong to square-integrable wavefuntions
[ψ(i) ∈ L2(−∞,+∞) for k
(i)
real℄. If, however, Im k(i) > 0 (Im k(i) < 0), the eigenfuntion
ψ(i) deays exponentially towards +x (−x) [20℄.
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5. Calulation of tunneling
Having speied the eletroni states in the three regions L, B, and R, the wavefuntion
in the entire tunnel juntion at a given energy E has to be determined. This is ahieved
by requiring ontinuity of the total wavefuntion and of its rst spatial derivative at the
two interfaes L-B at x = −d/2 and B-R at x = d/2 (gure 2).
While the Shrödinger equation determines the funtional form of the wavefuntions
in the three regions, their atual shape has to be determined by the boundary onditions.
Sine tunneling is viewed as sattering of an inoming eletron at the barrier (gure 1),
sattering boundary onditions have to be applied. Note that only eletrons in oupied
states of the soure eletrode an tunnel into unoupied states of the drain eletrode, due
to the Pauli exlusion priniple.
Assume for the following that the wavefuntions in the leads and in the barrier at
energy E have been omputed aording to the approahes introdued in setion 4. Sine
E is xed, the expliit energy dependene will be dropped.
5.1 Nonmagneti leads
5.1.1 Determination of the total wavefuntion. In the present one-dimensional
model, there is only a single Bloh state in eah lead with positive (or negative) veloity.
Thus, the total wavefuntion in L is superposed by the inoming Bloh state ψi(x) (with
veloity vi > 0) and the reeted Bloh state rψr(x) (with veloity vr = −vi), ψi(x)+rψr(x).
In R there is only the transmitted Bloh state tψt(x) with vt > 0 (gure 1). Within the
barrier B, two exponential funtions are taken, A exp(κx) + B exp(−κx). The mathing
onditions provide the probabilities for transmission through and reetion at the barrier
given by |t|2 and |r|2, respetively.
Within Landauer-Büttiker theory, reservoirs ontribute eah inoming sattering han-
nel with the same urrent ji. Therefore, either the Bloh states [12℄ or the transmission
probabilities have to be normalized to unit urrent,
T = |t|2
jt
ji
, (11)
with the urrent jt arried by ψt being alulated from j = Im(ψ
⋆ d
dx
ψ). The transmission
T measures the transmitted urrent whih is arried by ψt upon feeding with ψi. Current
onservation implies (1− |r|2)ji = |t|
2jt.
5.1.2 Current and ondutane. Applying a bias voltage Vbias to the tunnel juntion
shifts the Fermi energies of the eletrodes, as is shown shematially in gure 3. For zero
bias, the Fermi energies EF of the eletrodes L and R oinide (E
L
F = E
R
F , gure 3a). For
Vbias > 0, the potential V
R(x) is shifted rigidly to lower energies, whih is ahieved by
taking as potential average V0 = −Vbias instead of V0 = 0 (as being xed for L). Evidently,
both the band struture and the Fermi energy ofR are shifted alike, ER(k) = EL(k)−Vbias
and ERF = E
L
F − Vbias (gure 3b). Hene, eletrons an tunnel from L to R. Sine
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only eletrons of oupied states in L (with energy E < ELF ) an tunnel into unoupied
eletroni states in R(ELF −Vbias < E), an energy window opens up in whih tunneling an
take plae (E ∈ [ELF − Vbias, E
L
F ], f. the orange areas in gure 3).
The total urrent I through the tunnel juntion, whih ows from the soure eletrode
L to the drain eletrode R, an be expressed for small Vbias (linear response) as I = GVbias.
Within Landauer-Büttiker theory, it is given by the sum over all transmission probabilities
T (E) in the energy window [ELF − Vbias, E
L
F ],
I = G0
∫ EL
F
EL
F
−Vbias
T (E) dE. (12)
In general, T (E) implies a sum over the transmission probabilities of all inident Bloh
states ψi and all transmitted Bloh states ψt. In the present one-dimensional model, with a
single eletroni state available in eah eletrode, T (E) redues to a single term [f equation
(11)℄. The quantum of ondutane G0 is 4pi in atomi units (2e
2/h), where the fator 2
omes from the spin degeneray. In experiments, the dierential ondutane dI/dVbias is
typially reorded, whih is omputed numerially from equation (12).
The ondutane G of the tunnel juntion,
G =
G0
Vbias
∫ EL
F
EL
F
−Vbias
T (E) dE, (13)
depends on details of the tunnel juntion via the transmission T (E), e. g., on the eletrode
band strutures and properties of the tunnel barrier.
5.2 Ferromagneti leads
In nonmagneti systems, eah eletroni state an be oupied by two eletrons, one with
spin up, the other with spin down. The spin-dependent band strutures of eah lead
oinide [EL±(k) = E(k) and E
R
± (k) = E(k) − Vbias℄ and the number of spin-up eletrons
equals the number of spin-down eletrons. This degeneray is lifted in magneti systems,
and the spin-dependent band strutures are rigidly shifted by the exhange splitting Vex > 0
with respet to eah other, i. e., EL±(k) = E(k)∓ Vex/2 and E
R
± (k) = E(k)− Vbias ∓ Vex/2
(4). Sine the eletroni states are oupied up to the Fermi energy EF, there are usually
more spin-up eletrons than spin-down eletrons, whih leads to the notation majority
(minority) eletrons indiated by + (−).
Assoiating majority (minority) with spin-up (spin-down) eletrons in L [21℄, denes
a net magneti moment M
L
whih is parallel to the magneti moments of the eletrons,
due to the surplus of majority eletrons. In a magneti tunnel juntion two ongurations
remain for the right lead. Either the net magneti moment M
R
in R is parallel to that
in L (ML ‖ MR) whih is alled P onguration or anti-parallel (ML ‖ −MR) whih is
alled AP onguration, respetively.
In experiment, the ongurations an be swithed by an external mag Beause the spin
is onserved during the tunneling proess, the total urrent in eah onguration is given
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by the sum of the two spin-resolved urrents (two urrent model). In P onguration,
with eletrons tunneling from majority (minority) states into majority (minority) states,
one has the upper situation of gure 5
IP = I++ + I−−, (14)
and aordingly for the AP onguration, with majority and minority interhanged in R
(bottom in gure 5),
IAP = I+− + I−+. (15)
The four spin-dependent urrents are related to the ondutane ontributionsGP = G+++
G−− and GAP = G+− +G−+. The quantum of ondutane G0 is now 2pi (i. e., e
2/h). For
a nonmagneti juntion, all spin-resolved urrents are idential (I++ = I−− = I−+ = I−+).
In typial tunnel juntions in P onguration, one of the spin-resolved urrents exeeds
the other by far (for instane, I++ ≫ I−− in gure 5), whereas in AP onguration, both
urrents are of almost the same size (I+− ≈ I−+). The tunnel magneto-resistane (TMR)
δ is a measure for the spin-dependent transport and dened here by the asymmetry of IP
and IAP,
δ =
IP − IAP
IP + IAP
=
GP −GAP
GP +GAP
. (16)
The tunneling alulations for ferromagneti leads proeed as those for nonmagneti
leads but with the band strutures shifted by ∓Vex/2, giving rise to the four urrents I±±.
Eventually, IP, IAP, and δ are omputed from the latter.
6. Results and disussion
The theory of tunneling, as desribed in the preeding setions, was implemented in a set
of Mathematia notebooks [8℄. Beause the results for a magneti tunnel juntion
(subsetion 6.2) an easily be understood from those for a nonmagneti one, the latter are
presented and disussed rst. For the following, the basis set is Q = {−3g,−2g, . . . ,+2g}
(rQ = 6). The Fourier oeients Vq of the lead potentials are hosen as V0 = 0H,
Vg = 0.012H, V2g = 0.008H, and V3g = 0.004H.
6.1 Nonmagneti leads
6.1.1 Nearly-free vs free eletrons. The Hamilton matrix for free eletrons is diag-
onal (Vq = 0), and the Bloh states beome pure plane waves, φ
(q) = exp[i(k + q)x], with
band struture E(q)(k) = (k + q)2/2 and veloities v(q)(k) = k + q. The density of states
dereases with energy, D(E) = 2pi dk(E)/dE = pi
√
2/E.
The nonzero potential in the NFE ase results in band gaps at k = 0 and k = ±g/2. The
band gaps at k = ±g/2 are between band 1 (lowest in energy, blak in gure 6a and 6e) and
band 2 (orange) and show up between 0.112H and 0.137H. The rst gap at k = 0 appears at
0.492H between bands 2 and 3. The band widths are muh larger than the band gaps. For
band 1, for instane, the band width is E(1)(g/2)−E(1)(0) = 0.112H+ 0.006H = 0.118H,
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whereas the band gap is E(2)(g/2) − E(1)(g/2) = 0.025H. Thus, the eletrons behave as
nearly free (NF), that is, the eletroni properties dier from those of free eletrons in the
small energy ranges at the band gaps.
The veloities v(i)(k) = dE(i)(k)/dk for NF eletrons (gure 6b) whih are linear in
a large part of the BZ, vanish at the band edges (k = ±g/2 and k = 0). Further, they
hange sign at k = 0. Sine eletrons with zero veloity annot ontribute to the urrent,
a onsiderable eet on the tunnel urrent is expeted at the band gaps. The DOS D(E)
(gure 6e) also resembles that of free eletrons but beomes singular at the band edges.
These Van-Hove singularities will also show up in the tunnel urrent. Considering the NFE
Bloh states, the expansion oeient c
(1)
0 of band 1 dominates in a large part of the BZ,
that is, the wavefuntion is to a very good approximation equal to the single plane wave
with q = 0 (gure 6). At k = ±g/2, other plane waves beome mixed in: |c
(1)
−g| > 0 at
k = +g/2 and |c
(1)
g | > 0 at k = −g/2. Band 2 shows the same qualitative behaviour, but in
addition mixing at k = 0. In summary, dierenes between free and nearly-free eletrons
in the leads show up lose to band gaps.
In order to work out how the tunneling is modied with respet to that of free eletrons,
the transmissions T (E) vs barrier width d are ompared for energies lose to and well
below the band gap at k = g/2. For d = 0, the transmission is perfet in all ases [T (E) =
1℄ beause the inoming Bloh states are not reeted at the barrier (gure 7a). With
inreasing d, T (E) dereases due to the deaying wavefuntions in B. For E = 0.112H,
i. e., lose to the band edge, the transmission for free eletrons is signiantly larger than
for NF eletrons, as an be explained by their larger veloity. On the ontrary, there is
no apparent dierene for E well below the band edge (here: E = 0.050H) beause in
both ases the Bloh states omprise a single plane wave. In summary, band gaps have
a pronouned eet on the transmission and show also up in the bias dependene of the
urrent.
6.1.2 Bias dependene of tunneling. Before turning to urrent and ondutane,
the dependene of the transmission on bias voltage and barrier width is addressed for
xed energy (gure 7b). The overall smooth shape is disturbed by sharp minima at about
0.013H and 0.4H bias whih are related to the band gaps in R. The monotonous deay
with barrier width d is onsistent with that in gure 7.
At rst glane, one would expet that a urrent I through a tunnel juntion inreases
with bias voltage, in aordane with Ohm's law. This behaviour an indeed be observed
in gure 8a, but only as a general trend. For bias below 0.1H and at about 0.4H ample
deviations our, with I showing even a derease. These features show up more pronouned
in the dierential ondutane dI/dV (gure 8b), where the linear dependene of I on bias
an be learly resolved between 0.10H and 0.35H. The ondutane drops rapidly with
bias but remains almost onstant for Vbias > 0.1H (gure 8).
The aforementioned features an be disussed in terms of band strutures and transmis-
sion probabilities. However, a simpler aess is provided by the number of states within the
energy window of tunneling [ELF − Vbias, E
L
F ], an approah to be viewed as an extension of
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the Maekawa-Gafvert model to nonzero bias (setion 2). The number NLi (Vbias) of inident
states in L is
NLi (Vbias) =
1
2
∫ EL
F
EL
F
−Vbias
DL(E) dE, (17)
where the fator 1/2 takes into aount that only half of the Bloh states show positive
veloity. For ELF within band 1 (at 0.1H), N
L
i inreases monotonously until Vbias = E
L
F −
ELbot, i. e., when the bottom of band 1 is reahed [E
L
bot = E
(1)(0); gure 8d℄. Beause
NLi remains onstant for larger bias (gure 3 and gure 6), it is suient to restrit the
integration in equation (17) to [ELmin, E
L
F ], with E
L
min = max(E
L
bot, E
L
F − Vbias).
The number NRt (Vbias) of transmitted states inR depends on the energy range in whih
inident eletrons are provided by L. Thus,
NRt (Vbias) =
1
2
∫ EL
F
EL
min
DR(E) dE. (18)
As is evident from gure 8d, the general shape of NRt onsists of an inrease for bias up
to about 0.13H and a slight derease for larger bias. But on top of this, it shows a riher
struture than NLi . Upon inreasing Vbias, a kink appears either when a band edge enters
the energy windows (at ELF ) or when it leaves the window (at E
L
min). This is supported by
onsidering the DOS of R at the boundaries of the energy window from (gure 8e). At
the upper boundary [DR(ELF ), blak in gure 8e℄, a band gap produes a derease of the
urrent sine there are less transmitted states available. The lower boundary [DR(ELmin),
orange℄, however, shows muh less eet. The small kink in I and G at 0.1H is due to NLi ,
beause it appears just when ELF −E
L
bot = Vbias.
In summary, the strutures in the bias dependene of both the urrent and the ondu-
tane an be explained by the density of states at the boundaries of the tunnel-energy win-
dow and by the number of inoming and transmitted states. The atual urrent, however,
is further inuened by the tunneling probability whih appears to be of minor importane
due to its smooth shape.
6.2 Ferromagneti leads
Having investigated the transport properties of tunnel juntions with nonmagneti leads,
we now turn to juntions with ferromagneti leads. With regard to subsetion 5.2, the
spin-dependent urrents I±± and ondutanes G±± were obtained from alulations for
nonmagneti leads in whih the band strutures E±(k) were rigidly shifted by the exhange
splitting ∓Vex/2 (hosen as 0.03H in the following).
Considering the ondutanes for the P onguration (gure 9a), the arbitrarily hosen
exhange splitting Vex auses a bias dependene of the ondutane ontributionG−− whih
is very similar to the nonmagneti ase (gure 8b). The ondutane ontribution G++,
however, is zero for small bias until the bias bridges the gap to the top of band 1 in L. For
larger bias, G++ is nite but always muh smaller than G−−. Consequently, GP is mainly
determined by G−− (gure 9a).
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In omparison to the P onguration, the ondutanes in AP onguration appear
slightly modied. G−+ is zero until Vbias bridges the gap to the bottom of band 2 in R.
It inreases until a maximum is reahed, drops rapidly, and remains almost onstant for
Vbias > 0.1H until the next gap ours. G−+(AP) is similar to G−−(P) but the orrespond-
ing extrema are shifted to lower energies by Vex. G+−(AP) is similar to G++(P) with the
same onset at bias voltages reahing the top of band 1 in L. GAP is determined by G−+.
The tunnel magneto-resistane δ (equation 16) shows a pronouned bias dependene
whih is related to the bandstruture, espeially to the position of the bandgaps of the leads
(gure 9). First of all, a zero-bias anomaly shows up whih is aused by the half-metalli
behaviour of the leads. This is in ontrast to other explanations [22℄ a pure eletroni
eet. In general, δ deays with inreasing Vbias exept the inuene at the bandgaps. As
disussed above (gure 8), a bandgap in R at the upper boundary of the energy window
auses a derease of the ondutane. Minima in GP manifest themselves as minima in δ.
Condutane minima at GAP (G−+) ause maxima at Vbias = 0.036H and 0.39H. These
maxima and the subsequent minima are separated by Vex.
Conerning the thikness dependene of the tunneling magneto-resistane: the absolute
values of δ inrease. Hene, the harateristi features of δ beome more pronouned. The
reason for this behavior is related to the fat that GP + GAP drops faster with inreasing
barrier thikness than GP −GAP.
7. Conluding remarks
The main purpose of this paper was to demonstrate the role of a realisti bandstruture of
the leads, desribed within a NFE model, for the urrent-voltage harateristis of tunnel
juntions. The onsideration was extended to ferromagneti juntions in order to disuss
the bias dependene of the tunnel magneto-resistane. In dierene to a free-eletron
model a pronouned TMR eet was obtained. The TMR reveals a zero-bias anomaly of
eletroni origin aused by the half-metalli behaviour of the leads. Driven by the position
of the band gaps in the drain eletrode, with respet to the Fermi energy in the soure
eletrode, pronouned positive and negative TMR values our.
As further extensions to the presented theory, one ould oneive to disuss the spin
polarizations dened in terms of the number of eletrons in the leads and of the spin-
resolved urrents I±±. Contat to the popular Jullière and the Maekawa-Gafvert models
[9,10℄ an be made by trying to explain the TMR δ by these spin polarizations. However,
one has to be aware that a possible agreement does not hold in general for three-dimensional
models beause in one dimension the ondutane is related simply to the number of states
in the leads. Another issue ould involve dierent leads whih result in a nonsymmetri
urrent-voltage harateristis [I(Vbias) 6= −I(−Vbias)℄.
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Figure aptions
Figure 1: Sketh of a tunnel juntion with ferromagneti leads (L, R) and a step-shaped
barrier (B). An eletron inident from the left (with urrent ji) is reeted (urrent jr)
and transmitted through B into R (jt). In the leads, the potential depends on the spin of
the eletron: for a spin-up eletron it is lower (↑, dashed red line) than for a spin-down
eletron (↓, solid red line).
Figure 2: Potential V (x) of the tunnel juntion. For the barrier B, a step-shaped potential
with height Vbarr and width d is assumed. The potential in the leads L and R is periodi
with the lattie spaing a. The interfaes between the three regions are at x = ±d/2.
Figure 3: Skethes of the eletroni struture of a tunnel juntion with a bias voltage
applied, as depited shematially by the density of states (blak areas) for the leads L
and R. For zero bias, the Fermi energies EF oinide (a), whereas for positive bias E
R
F is
lowered to ELF − Vbias in R, opening up the energy window of tunneling [orange area in
(bd)℄. The size of the energy window inreases with Vbias (b) until its lower boundary
ELF − Vbias reahes the bottom E
L
bot of the L-bands (, d). The barrier is denoted B.
Figure 4: Spin-resolved band strutures in the ferromagneti leads of a tunnel juntion in P
onguration. The majority-eletron bands (+, blak) are shifted by Vex > 0 with respet
to the minority bands (−, orange) in both leads. The juntion is biased by Vbias > 0.
Figure 5: Congurations of a tunnel juntion with ferromagneti leads. The lead magneti-
zations are either parallel (M
L ‖MR; P onguration, top) or anti-parallel (ML ‖ −MR;
AP onguration, bottom). The spin-resolved urrents I±± are visualized by horizontal
arrows.
Figure 6: Eletroni struture of a nonmagneti lead, with a fous either on the E(k) (left:
ad) or on the k(E) desription (right: eh). (a) Bandstruture E(k) of the lowest (blak,
band 1) and the seond (orange, band 2) band in the rst Brillouin zone, k ∈]− g/2, g/2].
(b) Veloity v(k) of the orresponding Bloh states. (, d) Fourier oeients c
(i)
q (k) of
the Bloh states assoiated with band 1 () and 2 (d). (e) Bandstruture, but in k(E)
representation. (f) Density of states D(E) for the bands shown in (a) and (d). (g, h)
Fourier oeients of () and (d), but for k ≥ 0 (g) and k ≤ 0 (h).
Figure 7: (a) Transmission T through an unbiased tunnel juntion with nonmagneti leads
(Vbarr = 0.12H). For energies lose to (E = 0.112H; blak lines) or well below (E = 0.050H;
orange lines) the band gap at k = g/2 (E = 0.112H), T (d) is plotted vs barrier width d
for nearly-free (solid) and free (dotted) lead-eletrons. (b) Transmission probability T (E)
vs bias and barrier width d at E = 0.1H.
Figure 8: Current-voltage harateristi of a tunnel juntion with barrier width d = 2.5 a
and nonmagneti leads. (a-) Total urrent I, dierential ondutane dI/dVbias, and
ondutane G vs bias voltage. (d) Number of states inoming from L (blak) and outgoing
in R (orange). (e) Density of states of the right lead R at ELF (blak) and at E
L
bot (in units
of the lattie onstant). The Fermi energy is 0.1H.
Figure 9: Spin-dependent tunneling for EF = 0.1H and exhange splitting Vex = 0.03H.
(a) Spin-dependent ondutanes G++ and G−− for the P onguration vs bias for barrier
width d = 2.5 a. Their sum is denoted GP. (b) As for (a) but for the AP onguration,
with GAP = G+−+G−+. () Tunnel magneto-resistane δ obtained from the ondutanes
of (a) and (b). (d) Dependene of the TMR δ on barrier width, as indiated by dierent
line styles.
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